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THE HAGUE: Dutch electronics giant Philips said
yesterday its bottom-line profit more than doubled
in 2016, buoyed by gains from the flotation of its
lighting business and the strong performance of its
health technology division. Net profit soared by
126 percent to 1.49 billion euros ($1.6 billion) last
year, while sales edged up by just one percent to
24.5 billion euros. On a comparable basis, or adjust-
ed for changes in the composition of the group,
sales expanded by three percent. 

"Overall, 2016 was a defining year," said chief
executive Frans van Houten, pointing to the listing
of Philips Lighting and deals to sell the Lumileds
LED and automotive businesses. Philips is best
known for the manufacture of light bulbs, electrical
appliances and television sets.

But it has pulled out of these activities in face of
fierce competition from Asia to focus on health
technology such as computer tomography and

molecular imaging, as well as household appli-
ances such as electrical toothbrushes and kitchen
equipment. 

The group, which sold its first light bulb a few
years after it was founded in 1891, listed its Philips
Lighting division at the end of May, netting pro-
ceeds of 750 million euros. Philips still holds a stake
of 71.23 percent but intends to sell it entirely in the
future. In December, it announced the sale of an
80.1-percent stake in its Lumileds LED lighting busi-
ness to funds managed by US-based Apollo Global
Management for $1.5 billion.

New deals
In the fourth quarter alone, Philips booked net

profit of 640 million euros, compared with a loss of
39 million euros a year earlier. Fourth-quarter sales
rose by two percent to 7.24 billion euros, driven by
higher revenues in the health tech division.

Amsterdam-based Philips said it continued to
focus on long-term strategic partnerships in the
health sector that saw it clinch 15 new deals val-
ued at 900 million euros in 2016 -- with four in the
fourth quarter alone. These included a 74-million-
euro decade-long agreement with Russia's Expert
Group for imaging systems to improve heart care
and a 15-year deal with US-based Banner Health
for high-tech in-hospital and home-based care
equipment.

In China, profits were boosted in particular by
the sale of oral healthcare and air purifying equip-
ment, where Philips claims to be the "number one
brand." It said it would propose a dividend of 0.80
euros per ordinary share at Philips' annual general
meeting in May. Philips pointed out however that
in the United States it was "currently in discussions
on a civil matter with the US Department of Justice,
representing the Food and Drug Administration,

arising from past inspections in and before 2015."
The issue mainly relates to defibrillators, with
Philips warning "while discussions have not yet
concluded, we anticipate a meaningful impact on
the operations of this business."

Van Houten yesterday however played down
the issue, saying defibrillator manufacturing is a
"relatively small business in the US." Dutch news
agency ANP said FDA inspections at the time found
"imperfections" in the defibrillator manufacturing
process but the "appliance's quality was not in
doubt." "When these discussions come to a close
we will inform the market of exactly what it means,"
Van Houten told Bloomberg news when pressed on
the issue. Meanwhile, Philips Lighting announced
Monday it clocked 185 million euros in profit in
2016, down 23 percent from the year before, blam-
ing brand licensing fees, separation costs and
financial expenses for the loss. — AFP 

PARIS: Paris began its first experi-
ment with driverless buses on
Monday, with city officials saying
they were eager to prepare for the
coming "revolution" of autonomous
vehicles. Two box-shaped electric
vehicles capable of carrying around
10 people have been deployed-with-
in the safety of a special lane-on a
bridge connecting two railway sta-
tions to the east of the city centre.
"Autonomous vehicles represent a
revolution for every city on the plan-
et... which will change our urban
environment and public space in a
spectacular fashion over the next 20
years," Paris deputy mayor Jean-Louis
Missika told reporters.

The test unveiled Monday, which
will last three months, is the first stage
of the city's embrace of self-driving
vehicles which use a combination of
lasers and cameras to detect other
objects and people around them. The
head of the Paris transport network,
Elisabeth Borne, said she envisaged
the buses being used one day to con-
nect homes and railway stations in the
suburbs, which are served by overland

trains known as RERs. "We dream one
day of having buses like these parked
near RER stations which would come
to collect passengers on demand," she
told reporters at the launch.

The advent of self-driving vehicles
poses a series of regulatory, ethical
and  economic questions which poli-
cymakers will have to grapple with as
the technology improves and grows
more widespread. One of them is:
What happens to the humble bus
driver? "We need to start thinking
from today about how to train drivers
so they can shift into the new jobs
created by autonomous vehicles,"
Missika, who is a transport expert in
the mayor's office, said. 

In October, delivery drivers got an
uncomfortable glimpse of the future
when a self-driving truck built by
Uber's Otto unit successfully deliv-
ered a beer shipment.  Cars with
some autonomous functions are
already on our roads, and more than
a dozen automakers including BMW,
Kia, Volkswagen and General Motors
are racing to get fully self-driving cars
to market by 2020. — AFP 

Philips profits more than double in 2016

PARIS: Inscription reading Autonomous shuttle is seen on an experiment-
ing self-driving shuttle linking two train stations, yesterday in Paris. — AP

SEOUL: Dennis Hwang (left), art director of Niantic Inc, and Lim Jae Boem, chief executive of Pokemon Korea, pose for
photographs during a news conference in Seoul, South Korea, yesterday. — Reuters

Paris experiments 
with driverless buses

BERLIN: Software giant SAP said yesterday that Brexit and
geopolitical upheaval would boost rather than hinder future
growth as it upped sales and profit targets for the next few
years. SAP, the German Dax index's biggest company by mar-
ket capitalization, said demand for its cloud services in a
changing world would provide the bulk of coming growth.
The company made the forecast as it released its 2016 results,
which showed net profit at 3.6 billion euros ($3.9 billion), up
18 percent on 2015's figure, as revenues grew six percent to
22 billion euros.

In a conference call yesterday, CEO Bill McDermott dis-
agreed with analysts' fears that geopolitical turbulence, espe-
cially Brexit, could lower corporate spending on IT. "Public or
private sector entities, they are going to need digital transfor-
mation to handle new processes and new outcomes" in a
changing world, he said. In a separate statement, McDermott
pointed to "strong software sales, fast cloud growth and oper-
ating income expansion" as factors giving him "enormous
confidence in our accelerated 2020 ambition." Using non-IFRS
accounting rules-excluding certain costs but always used by
SAP to provide forecasts-the firm increased underlying, or
operating, profit 4.0 percent to 6.6 billion euros.

Get onto my cloud   
Revenues on software and cloud services grew 8.0 percent

at constant exchange rates, close to the upper bound of SAP's
guidance. "Cloud growth and software revenue remain
robust," DZ Bank analyst Harald Schnitzer commented on the

figures, applauding "remarkable" growth in cloud sales which
saw SAP outstrip competitors. The German company has been
elbowing its way into the cloud computing sector-managing
customers' digital information at a distance for a monthly fee-
for several years. Such relationships contrast with its classic
software business, under which clients buy a license for an
SAP program once at high cost and then manage their own
data on their own servers.

Revenues from cloud subscriptions and associated support
services remain five times smaller than software in SAP's
books. But the newer business area grew 31 percent in 2016,
compared with 4.0 percent for classical software sales.
Looking forward, the firm hopes cloud subscriptions will
prove a more predictable source of revenue and outpace soft-
ware income in 2018. Finance director Luka Mucic looked for-
ward to "yet another year of profitable growth in 2017," with
"high level 2020 ambition" in the firm's statement.

SAP forecasts that its revenues from the cloud will reach
between 3.8 and 4.0 billion euros in 2017, up from 3.0 last
year. Total revenues would reach as high as 23.6 billion
euros, compared with 22 billion in 2016, the firm continued,
for an operating profit of up to 7.0 billion-up from 6.6 in
2016. The company offered all its forecasts under non-IFRS
accounting and at constant exchange rates. By 2020, SAP
hopes to hit 28-29 billion euros in revenue-an increase from
its previous prediction of 26-28 billion-with an operating
profit of between 8.5 and 9.0 billion, upping the lower
bound by 500 million euros. — AFP 

Software giant SAP sees silver 
lining in global upheaval

SEOUL: Nintendo Co's  smash hit  Pokemon Go was
unleashed on South Korea yesterday, six months after it
was released elsewhere in the world, a delay caused by
security fears over Google Maps. The popularity of aug-
mented-reality Pokemon Go around the world has generat-
ed crowds of people in parks and other public places as
users search for monsters to train, but with temperatures
well below freezing, there was no sudden, noticeable buzz
on the streets of Seoul.

"We have waited very long and worked very hard to launch
Pokemon Go in South Korea," said Lim Jae Boem, chief execu-
tive of Pokemon Korea.

The game was jointly developed by Nintendo and Niantic
Inc. Pokemon Go relies on Google Maps to work. But in most
of South Korea those functions have been limited by the gov-
ernment, which is technically still at war with North Korea, for
national security reasons. Neither Niantic nor Pokemon Korea
specified how they managed to work around the Google
Maps challenge.

"We used various publicly accessible data sources," said
Dennis Hwang, art director of Niantic Inc. There was a slight
hitch in the morning when the game was unavailable for
download, but that was soon cleared up. One group of people
had their eyes fixed to their smart phones near Seoul's central
Gwanghwamun Square where Pokemons are said to appear
often. "It was sad that it came to Korea a bit late but I'm glad
that I can play the fun game translated into Korean," said Kim
Ga-on, 10, who was playing separately with his mother and
sister. "It's good exercise and it's fun to catch Pokemons."

South Korea is the world's fourth-biggest gaming market
after China, the United States and Japan, according to
Amsterdam-based research firm Newzoo. In July, some impa-
tient Pokemon fans rushed to Sokcho, a city close to the bor-
der with North Korea - an area where the game can be played
as it has not been classified as South Korean territory in
Google Maps data. Nintendo's stock closed down 1 percent
yesterday. Hysonic Co Ltd, the company in charge of the game
release, rose 30 percent. — Reuters
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China's Alibaba
quarterly 

revenue surges
54% to $7.7bn

BEIJING: Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba
said yesterday its revenues leapt 54 percent
year-on-year for the quarter ended in December,
spurred by rapid growth in Chinese online shop-
ping. Revenue for the company, seen as a bench-
mark for China's increasingly crucial consumer
sector, reached 53.25 billion Yuan ($7.7 billion) in
the quarter, it said in a statement.  Its net income
attributable to ordinary shareholders was 17.9
billion Yuan ($2.57 billion) in the quarter, up 43
percent over the same period the previous year.

The result "demonstrates the strength of the
Chinese consumer and Alibaba's ability to create
value across our vast ecosystem", said Daniel
Zhang, chief executive officer of Alibaba Group.
Alibaba is China's dominant player in online
commerce, with its Taobao platform estimated
to hold more than 90 percent of the consumer-
to-consumer market. Its Tmall platform is
believed to handle over half of business-to-con-
sumer transactions. But China's largest online
shopping portal has been on the defensive since
the office of the US Trade Representative put
Taobao on its annual blacklist in December, say-
ing it was not doing enough to curb sales of fake
and pirated goods.  Although inclusion on the
blacklist carries no penalties in itself, it dealt a
blow to Alibaba's efforts to improve its image
and boost international sales. In January the
company's billionaire founder Jack Ma met
Donald Trump and made a bold pledge to create
one million jobs in the US, a move which ana-
lysts said was intended to win goodwill and
hedge against political risks. The company, often
compared to eBay or Amazon of the United
States, has expanded outside its core e-com-
merce business into sectors ranging from sports
to entertainment.

Revenue from digital media and entertain-
ment jumped 273 percent to $585 million due to
increasing earnings from mobile services such as
news feeds and game publishing and consoli-
dating its management team, it said. In October
Alibaba Pictures took a minority shareholding in
Steven Spielberg's Amblin Partners, a film cre-
ation company that includes DreamWorks stu-
dios. Sales in Alibaba's core commerce unit rose
45 percent year-on-year to $6.7 billion.—AFP

Yahoo delays sale
of core business

to Verizon
SAN FRANCISCO: Yahoo said Monday its $4.8 billion deal to
sell its core internet assets to US telecom titan Verizon has
been delayed several months. The closing originally set for
this quarter has been pushed into next quarter due to "work
required to meet closing conditions," the California online
pioneer said in a statement, adding that it was "working
expeditiously to close the transaction as soon as practicable."
The news came in an earnings release showing Yahoo
swung to a profit of $162 million in the final three months of
last year. The deal with Verizon, which would end Yahoo's run
of more than 20 years as an independent company, has
been thrown into doubt following disclosures of two huge
data breaches.  Yahoo said it is ramping up security as it
grapples with the aftermath of epic hacks. "Our top priority
continues to be enhancing security for our users," Yahoo
chief executive Marissa Mayer said. She added that "approxi-
mately 90 percent of our daily active users have already tak-
en or do not need to take remedial action to protect their
accounts, and we're aggressively continuing to drive this
number up." Yahoo boasted having more than a billion users
monthly in 2016, with more than 650 million of those people
connecting from mobile devices.

Hack aftershocks    
The US Securities and Exchange Commission has opened

an investigation into whether Yahoo should have informed
investors sooner about two major data breaches, The Wall
Street Journal reported Sunday, citing people familiar with
the matter. US law requires companies that fall victim to
such hacks to disclose them as soon as they are deemed to
affect stock prices. Yahoo announced in September that
hackers in 2014 stole personal data from more than 500 mil-
lion of its user accounts. It admitted another cyber attack in
December, this one dating from 2013, affecting more than a
billion users. The SEC's investigation is focusing on why it
took Yahoo several years to reveal the 2013 and 2014 attacks.
The data breaches have been a major embarrassment for a
former internet leader that has failed to keep up with
Google, Facebook and other rising stars. The cyber attacks,
and how notifying users was handled, has also raised con-
cerns by investors that Verizon may seek to pay a lower price
for Yahoo or even back out of the deal. When companies are
in the process of being acquired, earnings that hit or surpass
targets typically don't knock matters off course. "The bigger
things are the breaches; those have Verizon reconsidering
the deal," analyst Rob Enderle of Enderle Group said. "I think
the merger is at risk; the delay would point to that as still a
possibility."

Courting Mavens    
The earnings report showed Yahoo swung to profit a year

after a massive $4.4 billion loss in the same period a year ear-
lier, resulting from a large write-down on the value of its
holdings. Revenue in the fourth quarter rose to $1.47 billion
from $1.27 billion a year earlier. Yahoo reported a loss of
$214 million for the full year on revenue that inched up to
$5.2 billion from $5 billion in 2015, according to the earnings
report. Mayer has been driving a shift to mobile, video, social
and native advertising offerings at Yahoo, and revenue in
those areas-which she dubbed "Mavens," continued to
climb. Mavens revenue for last year slightly topped $2 billion
as compared to $1.7 billion in 2015. 

"I'm very pleased with our Q4 results and incredibly
proud of the team's execution on our 2016 strategic plan,
particularly given the uniquely eventful past year for Yahoo,"
Mayer said. Yahoo shares were up a little more than one per-
cent to $42.88 in after-market trades that followed release of
the earnings figures, which topped Wall Street expectations.
Mayer will quit the company's board after its merger with
Verizon, according to an SEC filing, though she is expected
to remain with the core Yahoo business. Yahoo is selling its
main operating business as a way to separate that from its
more valuable stake in Chinese internet giant Alibaba. The
share-tending entity, to be renamed Altaba, Inc, will act as an
investment company.--AFP

Zuckerberg charity
buys AI startup to

battle disease
SAN FRANCISCO: A charitable foundation backed by Mark
Zuckerberg and his wife said Monday it has bought a
Canadian artificial intelligence startup as part of a mission
to eradicate disease. The Chan Zuckerberg Initiative did not
disclose financial terms of the deal to acquire Toronto-based
Meta, which uses AI to quickly read and comprehend scien-
tific papers and then provide insights to researchers. Meta
capabilities will be unified in a tool made available for free
to scientists. "We are very excited about what lies ahead,"
Meta co-founder and chief executive Sam Molyneux said in
a statement.

Zuckerberg and his doctor wife, Priscilla Chan, in
September pledged $3 billion over the next decade to help
banish or manage all disease, pouring some of the Facebook
founder's fortune into innovative research. "This is a big goal,"
Zuckerberg said at a San Francisco event announcing the
effort of the philanthropic entity established by the couple in
2015. "But we spent the last few years speaking with experts
who think it is possible, so we dug in." In the field of biomedi-
cine alone, thousands of research papers are published daily,
initiative science president Cori Bargmann and chief technolo-
gy officer Brian Pinkerton said in a post on the charity's
Facebook page. 

Meta artificial intelligence can analyze insights across mil-
lions of papers, finding connections and patterns at scales and
speeds impossible for humans to match unassisted, according
to Bargmann and Pinkerton. "Meta will help scientists learn
from others' discoveries in real time, find key papers that may
have gone unnoticed, or even predict where their field is
headed," Bargmann and Pinkerton said. "The potential for this
kind of platform is virtually limitless."

AI at home   
Zuckerberg said last month that he built an artificial intelli-

gence-imbued software "butler"-named Jarvis-that even plays
with his family. The Facebook chief took on the personal proj-
ect last year, devoting about 100 hours to making a system
inspired by "Iron Man" film character Jarvis as a virtual assis-
tant to help manage his household. Jarvis is not a physical
robot, but an application Zuckerberg can access through his
phone or computer to control lights, temperature, music,
security, appliances and more.

The software learns his tastes and patterns, as well as new
words or concepts, and can even entertain his one-year-old
daughter Max, according to Zuckerberg. Zuckerberg plans to
continue improving Jarvis, and says he expects AI technology
to improve greatly in the coming five to 10 years.AI is getting
a foothold in people's homes, starting with devices such as
Amazon Echo and Google Home speakers that link to person-
al assistants to answer questions and control connected
devices. — AFP

LIMA: This file photo shows Facebook CEO and chairman
Mark Zuckerberg at the Lima Convention Centre to speak
at a session of the APEC CEO Summit in Lima. — AFP


